
 

New from Innova Art: FibaPrint Warm Cotton Gloss 335gsm 

 

In 2006, when Innova Art announced the launch of FibaPrint® White Gloss 300 gsm (F-

type gloss) IFA 09 – the first inkjet paper to emulate the unique quality of traditional 

bromide prints – digital printing took a quantum leap. The following year, the Technical 

Image Press Association, representing photography and imaging magazines from 12 

European countries and 8 million readers, awarded the paper Best Independent Inkjet 

Paper at the TIPA Awards 2006. After putting the paper through its paces, Daniel 

Demolder, then Technical Editor, now Editor, of Amateur Photographer magazine, was 

to record: “I have never been so satisfied with the way my final images look and feel, 

nor how well the care and effort I put in is reflected in what appears on the paper. 

There’s no better place for your best images to end up.” 
 

Since then the Fibaprint range has grown, with Matt, Semi-Matte, Ultra Smooth and 

Semi-Glazed versions having been introduced. So has the number of plaudits. 

 

When urban photographer Josh Cole, whose clients include Nokia, Nike, and Levis, 

turned to FibaPrint, the results were easily on a par with traditional darkroom prints, he 

said – “they may even be better”. 

 

Acclaimed US photographer Douglas Menuez described FibaPrint Ultra Smooth Gloss as 

“the miracle I’ve been waiting for. With deeper blacks than any silver paper left on the 

market, for me this paper represents a rebirth of the darkroom.” 
 

Professional photographer David Osborn put it most succinctly. “If I could sit down and 

design a paper FibaPrint Gloss would be it.”  

 

Warming to the latest development 

The latest addition to the Fibaprint range, given its official launch at the WPPI tradeshow 

and convention, Las Vegas, in February, is IFA 45 FibaPrint Warm Cotton Gloss 

335gsm. It brings another quality to the range as the first to be made on a 100% cotton 

base. 

 

“It’s a premium product with a luxurious, warm tone and no optical brighteners – 

which means nothing to worry about concerning long-term colour shifts,” said Mike 

Gonzalez, MD of Innova Art. “It is acid and lignin free so has excellent archival 

properties. The paper is also highly price competitive with rival products.” 

 

The ultra smooth gloss surface of the paper is produced by Innova Art’s unique crystal 

layer technology, which creates a barrier layer between the fibre base and the 

microporous glossy coating. This quality allows the paper to retain the finest detail, an 

exceptional tonal range and a d-max rating up to 2.7. 



FibaPrint Warm Cotton Gloss was the brainchild of Innova’s North American Marketing 

Manager, Dave Williams, who introduced the first fine art cotton photo paper in this 

category a few years prior to joining Innova. 

 

“I really like the surface we’ve created on this product,” Williams commented. “The 

FibaPrint Warm Cotton Gloss pushes things to a new level, with a uniform lustrous 

finish without a sparkly distraction. The generous 335gsm weight combined with the 

velvety rag base produces a sturdy print with an exceptional tactile sensation in your 

hands.” 
 

US reviewer Jack Flesher said: “Historically I have not been overly impressed with 

dedicated warm tone offerings form other manufacturers, however I like this one… Its 

base colour seems to be perfect for warm B&Ws, giving blacks and grays noticeable 

warmth while keeping the high grays and whites looking clean and un-muddied... In 

short I like this paper a lot.” Read Jack's review here 

 

*ENDS* 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

To download an image to accompany this press release, please click here: IFA 45 -image 

To download the data sheet, please click here: IFA45 DataSheet.pdf 

 

For pricing details, samples or more information on this latest addition to the Fibaprint 

range, and pricing details, contact Michael Shuttleworth at michaels@innovaart.com , 

+44 (0)7718 000615 or James Cannone at jamesc@innovaart.com , +44 (0) 7793 276124  

 

www.innovaart.com 
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